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Root-rot occurs in a t  least 196 counties of Texas and in a t  
least 30 soil series. ' Rmt-rot concerns not only those directly 
engaged in agriculture, but also persons living in cities and 
towns, since the disease attacks field and truck crops, fruit 
trees, ornamentals, shrubs, and shade trees. 
Root-rot is caused by a fungus, Phynztctotrichum omnivorum, 
which attacks the roots of susceptible plants and causes them, 
to decay. The vegetative strands of the fungus are found on 
the diseased roots, and the spore-mat stage is formed on the 
surface of the soil above the affected roots. Resting bodies, 
or sclerotia, are formed in the soil near the diseased roots, 
and aid in the survival of the fungus. 
Root-rot spreads from plant to plant chiefly along the roots 
rather than by independent growth for long distances through 
the soil. The root-rot fungus overwinters in an active, vege- 
tative condition on the living though infected roots of suscep- 
tible crops, and continues to spread along these roots during 
winter even after the tops of the plants have been killed by 
frost. In a dormant condition, the fungus overwinters as 
sclerotia. Weeds aid in the overwintering of root-rot, since 
the fungus may survive on their roots. 
Tentative recommendations for control are given. Emphasis 
is still placed on rotation with non-susceptible crops, together 
with clean culture, which should be practiced throughout the 
entire rotation period, both while the crops are growing and 
during fall, winter, and spring. Since sclerotia may survive 
in the soil for a t  least three years, rotations with grain sor- 
ghums, corn, wheat, oats, or other non-susceptible crops for 
three years are recommended. 
Various other possible methods for the control of root-rot 
are still in the experimental stage, including, for instance, at-  
tempts to acidify soils, the use of soil disinfectants, fertilizers 
and manure, deep plowing and subsoiling, and testing and de- 
velopment of resistant varieties. 
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COTTON ROOT-ROT AND ITS CONTROL* 
J. J. TAUBENHAUS AND WALTER N. EZEKIEL 
Root-rot is a disease which attacks not only cotton and other field 
crops such as alfalfa and cowpeas, and vegetable crops such as carrots 
and sweet potatoes, but also trees such as elms and chinaberries, and 
ornamental shrubs and flowers such as the privet, rose, and chrysan- 
themum. I n  the areas where it is serious, root-rot thus concerns the 
farmer, the truck grower, the nurseryman, the home gardener, and 
even those living in towns and cities who are interested in the beautifi- 
cation of home grounds or city streets and parks. 
The fact that root-rot is caused by a fun,gus, Phymatotrichum omni- 
vorum (Shear) Duggar, which attacks the roots of a number of plants, 
was first recognized by Pammel in 1888 (10).t The disease has since 
been studied by workers of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station 
and of the United States Department of Agriculture, and considerable 
information about the disease has been acquired in this way. It is the 
object of this Bulletin to summarize this information, which has been 
published in various technical journals, in order to meet the frequent 
requests for such a summary, and to present a tentative outline of con- 
trol methods which can now be recommended for use against root-rot. 
To be effective, control methods must be based upon thorough knowl- 
edge of such facts about root-rot as the life history of the fungus which 
causes the disease and the conditions under which it persists. Further 
information of this nature is the object of studies now under way both 
in the laboratory and in the field. It is hoped that these studies will 
lead to improved methods of control, which will then be presented in 
later bulletins. 
ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF ROOT-ROT 
Root-rot is one of the moat destructive plant diseases known. An- 
nual losses from root-rot to the cotton crop of Texas are estimated at  
10 to 15 per cent. This direct reduction in yield results from the 
early death of large numbers of plants, which thus produce few or no 
bolls. Even on infected plants which mature some bolls, the lint may 
be of a quality inferior to that of lint from normal plants and hence 
"Root-rot investigations in Texas since 1928 have been carried on under a 
cooperative agreement between the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station and 
the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils and the Bureau of Plant Industry of the 
United States Department of Agriculture, and reports of investigations by these 
cooperating agencies will appear later. 
IReference is made by number to  Literature Cited, p. 39. 
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may lower the value of the entire crop (25).  Further loss may arise 
from the difficulty of harvesting cotton from plants killed by root-rot, 
since the cotton is hard to pull from the hardened, undersized, and 
often only partly-opened bolls of such plants. This has resulted in some 
instances in the abandonment of the crop in some fields with many 
dead plants. To the losses to cotton must be added damage to legumes, 
which are so severely injured as to interfere with their use in systems 
of rotation in places where the disease occurs. Including the damage to 
the many other kinds of plants on which root-rot occurs, the average 
aggregate annual loss from the disease in Texas is estimated as around 
$100,000,000. 
DISTRIBUTION OF ROOT-ROT 
Koot-rot has b ~ e n  found in 19(i counties in Texas as shon~n in the 
map (Fig. 1 ) .  This map indicates the distributioil and relatire preva- 
Fig. 1. Known distribution of root-rot in Texas. Black areas indicate counties where 
root-rot is more prevalent and causes considerable damage ; shaded areas, counties where 
root-rot is known to be present but is less prevalent: white areas, counties where root- 
rot has not been found or where no record is available. 
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lence of the disease by counties only, ancl i t  should not be thought tha t  
root-rot occurs uniformly throughout each county. I11 regions where 
the disease is very prevalent, as in Central, Northwest, and South Tesas 
and in part of West Tesas, there are limitecl areas, chiefly of sandy 
soils, where the clisease occurs less frequently than on plants growing 
in the prevailing dark calcareous soils. I11 Eastern Texas, root-rot 
occurs in soils wliich occupy comparatively small areas, but  is rare in 
the prevailing sancly soils. 
It is probable that  root-rot may later he found in counties where i t  
is not yet Iino~vn to occur. So.far  as is linown, root-rot is not an  in- 
troclucecl clisease, but originated in Southsvest I'nitecl States or i n  Mex- 
ico. I t  is common now on. native plants even in  virgin lancl in  typical 
semi-arid regions, in the prairies, in  sub-humicl regions, and in  the 
humicl regions along the Gulf. The disease exists unsuspectecl on the 
roots of native plants in virgin soil, ancl is then cliscoverecl when the 
lancl is cleared and susceptible crops are grown. 
Root-rot occurs not only in  Tesas but also in  parts of Arizona, Olila- 
homa, New Mesico, Southern California, ilrliansas, ancl lilesico. I n  
Arizona anel New 3lesico the disease causes losses to crops grown in  
the irrigated regions. I n  Arkansas, root-rot has been founcl in only 
one comity, ancl in Southern California, i t  has been found in  a few loca- 
tions. The actual cliatribution of root-rot in  34exico is largely ua-  
ltnonrn, but i t  has been reported from the Laguna District and in Lower 
fornia. 
HOST PLANTS 
amage from root-rot is most conspicuous when i t  attaclts important 
cultiratecl crops such as cotton or alfalfa, or large trees and shrubs 
such as peaches, figs, elms, ancl rose bushes. Howerer, i t  is unfortu- 
nately not limited to such a re la t i~ely  small number of plants. About 
550 kinds of plants are now knon~n to be susceptible to the disease. A 
few of the plants that  are frequently attacliecl by root-rot are listecl in  
Table 1, ancl a more cletailecl list of most of the plants which have been 
stucliecl for resistance or susceptibility to root-rot may be founcl in  
Tesas Station Bulletin 393. 
Some plants are not attacked by root-rot. Among these may be men- 
tioned all mem1,ers of the grass family, which includes the grain crops 
such as corn, sorghum, wheat, oats, rice, etc. Most of the plants of 
the melon, onion, lily, mint, ancl asparagus families also appear to be 
highly resistant to the clisease. The live-oak, hacltberrj-, ancl sycamore 
trees are resistant after the seeelling stage. Cabbage appears resistant 
to root-rot; and many other truclt crops such as spinach, carrots, beets, 
and lettuce are susccl~tihle to root-rot but usually escape infectio~l when 
grown as fall, winter, or spring crops. 
Root-rot attacks many non-cultivatecl plants, inclueling the native 
weeds fouricl in ~ i r g i n  laiirls, F U C ~ .  as the common tievine (Ipomoea 
trifida) , the ground cherry (1'71 ysalis mollis), the horsenettle (~Solanum, 
ccr.rolinense), and also many introclucecl weeds m?hicl~ grow i n  cultivated 
fields ancl along roacl-sicles ancl fence-rows. The sun-iral of root-rot on 
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these weeds from one year to another makes it difficult to control roo1 
rot by rotation, unless, as will be discussed later, care is taken to dc 
stroy these weeds. 
Table 1.-Some of the plants that are commonly attacked by root-rot. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DISEASE 
The first symptom of root-rot to be seen above ground is a slig 
yellow to yellowish-bronze discoloration of the leaves of affected plar 
Soon after, the upper leaves of the plant may droop and wilt, while 
lower leaves remain turgid. This is particularly noticeable early 
the morning. This is followed by sudden wilting and drooping of a1 
the foliage of the affected plant (Fig 2).  It is by this sudden wiltin1 
of the foliage that the presence of the disease is usually first recognized 
With plants such as cotton or alfalfa, the foliage may wilt completrl. 
.within ten to twelve hours after the first slight wilting. Some plai 
may revive at  night to wilt permanently the following day. Leaves 
wilted cotton plants feel warmer to the touch than do the leaves of und 
eased plants; and preliminary measurements (4) show that the tern 
perature of affected leaves may be 2" to 5" F. higher than that of other 
wise similar leaves on nearby normal plants. With shrubs and trees 
the leaves yellow and shed prematurely, while the plants may surviv 
for a number of seasons before they finally wilt and die. Not infre- 
quently, however, trees and shrubs die quite rapidly after infection. 
Wilting of plants caused by root-rot is always preceded by decay of 
the roots. There are other conditions which may make plants wilt, but 
without causing immediate decay of the roots. Thus the Fusar i~ 
wilt of cotton does not cause marked deterioration of the roots; neitl 
drought nor root strangulation (24) is accompanied by decay; nor dc 
alkali produce a rotted condition. Presence of root-rot is certain wh 
parts of the roots are decayed by the time the plant wilts, and wh 
the characteristic strands of the fungus which causes the disease I 
found on these decayed roots. 
The progress of root-rot on cotton plants is similar to that on otl 
herbaceous plants. With trees, the symptoms are similar except tl 
affected trees do not succumb so rapidly to the disease, probably 
Field and 
vegetable crops 
Alfalfa 
Beans 
Beets 
Carrot 
Clovers 
Cotton 
Cowpea 
Okra 
Soybean ' 
Sweet clovers 
Sweet potato . 
Tomato 
ier 
Trees and 
ornamentals 
Chinaberry 
Dahlia 
Elms 
Lilac 
Locust 
Maples 
Mu I berries 
Pecan 
Poplars 
Privet 
Rose 
Spruces 
Fruits 
2 k O t  
Blackberry 
Fig Grapes 
Jujube 
Peach 
Pear- 
Perwmmon 
Plum Quince 
Raspberry 
:ht 
its. 
the 
, Non-cultivated 
plants (weeds) 
Cockleburs 
Crotons 
Four-o'clock, wild 
Ground-cherries 
Goldenrods 
Mallows 
Morning-glories 
Pigweeds 
Ragweeds 
Sn nflowers 
Thistles 
Vetches, wild 
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account of the more extensive root systems. Typical root-rot on cotton 
plants may be described from some inoculated plants grown in experi- 
mental containers (5).  Within a week after the inoculation, the tap- 
roots were covered often for distances of more than six inches with the 
characteristic fungus strands, which were mostly whitish but in  places 
were already assuming the characteristic yellowish-buff color. At  this 
time, the plants showed no signs of the disease above ground. Five 
days later (12 days after the inoculation) some of the plants began to  
wilt. Sharply depressed, dark-brown lesions were found by this time 
on the roots even of plants that had not yet wilted. These lesions en- 
larged and merged, frequently involving most of the surface of the tap- 
roots and girdling them before the plants wilted, apparently from lack 
Fig. 2. Cotton plants with Phymatotrichum root-rot, showing dead, recently wilted. 
and healthy plants. 
of water. By the end of three weeks, most of the inoculated plants 
had succumbed. 
I n  the rotting of the roots,'the outer tissues decay and soften before 
there is much injury to the central woody cylinder. Gradually, the 
disease involves more and more of the root system, which decays and is 
reduced finally to a soft, friable condition. With cotton roots, there is 
a very characteristic reddish-brown discoloration of the inner tissues 
of the roots, beyond the rotted area. This discoloration extends into 
both the infected tissues below and the sound tissue above, and red- 
dened streaks extend inside the stem even to an inch or so above the 
surface of the ground. 
The decay is confined to the particular portions of the roots invaded, 
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the uninvacled areas remaining alive for months or years (clepencling 
on the host plants) after part  of tlie root and the top of the plant h a y e  
been killecl. Thus after the top of a plant has miltecl ancl clierl ancl tile 
tap-root has rotted ancl disintegrated i n  the soil, tllere may remain, at  
the peripher? and belo~v the area of infection, nulnerolzs parts of root?. 
still alive ancl still harboring the root-rot fungus. 14om-ever, the clis2asc 
may 'eventually estend to the encls of the roots. The fungus follo~~erl 
the roots of 2-year-old alfalfa plants ancl of jujube trees to a clepth of 
. eight feet (18). 
Infected plants clo not always succumb, however. Some plants re- 
cover by sencljng out nenr lateral roots above the infectecl part  of the 
tap-root, and these plants may survive for n short time only, or persi't 
for some months, or occasionally recover completely. This has been 
iiotjceil frequently with alfalfa and sweet clover following irrigation. 
XTith cotton, on the otlier hancl, recovery seems to he more conimoli 
wit11 plants grown ~vitliout irrigation, during dry weather. Eithcr of 
these estrcme soil-moisture conclitions ericlently is unfarorable to the 
fungus. With resistaiit plants s~zcli as the Turk's-cap Hibiscus and the 
pomegranate, the y o ~ ~ i ~ g  plant!: become infectecl ~ r i t h  root-rot hu t  nre 
generallv able to c1e~-clop n c ~ v  root systems and recover completely 
THE CAUSE OF ROOT-ROT 
Root-rot is causecl by a fungus, tccl~uically kno~rn  ns Phyma to tn  
o r n n i ~ o n l r n  (Shear) Duggar, which may be 1.eadily seen even wit 
nakecl eye on the roots of plants tha t  are affectecl by the disease. 
fungus is invariably present on the roots of plants ~ r i t l i  root-rot. 
fungus has been repeatecllp isolated in  pure cultures from natural-. -.- 
fected plants from the field. Pure  cultures of the fungus ancl sclerotia 
proclucecl in  pure cultures ( 2 5 ,  ?'? 20) hare heen used to inoculate nor- 
mal plants, and the inoculatecl plants succumherl to root-rot ~vhile un- 
inoculated, check plants liept under t,he same conclitions rcn~aincd nor- 
mal. The fungus has been rcisolated from the inoculatecl plants, 
proveil to Ine iclentical with the original cultures and with the organ 
as found on naturally infectecl roots in  the field. This chain of 
dence, very briefly summarized here, constitutes the scientific prooC 
the f~ulgus,  P. omniz~om~m, is actually the cause of root-rot. 
In  addition to the inoculations from pure cultures, literally 
sancls of plants hare been artificially inoculatccl with root-rot 
aethocl tha t  has been developecl for fielcl morli- on n large scale \ 
The tap-root or lateral roots of a freshly infectecl plailt are insertec 
the ground, close to the roots of a healthy plant, ancl water is then 
pliecl copiously. High percentages of infection have l m n  secured 
inoculations of 1-arious plants TI-ith diseased cotton ancl alfalfa rooti 
reciprocal inoculations have lxen equally successful. Tliese resn 
cross- inoculation^, some of n~hicll are summarized in  Tahle 2, inc 
that  the same fungus causes root-rot on many different 1;jncls of p 
h the 
This 
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~ ~ s n l  
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Table 3.-Cross-inoculations of various plants in the field, using nat~ira!ly-infected roots as  
inoculum; College Station, Texas.  19'27. 
Kind of root inoculum used 
Cotlon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cotton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cotton 
Cotton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cotton.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cotton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cotton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Alfalfa 
Fig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Grape . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jujube 
Olive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Peach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mulberry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cotton. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Gu.ar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
J u ~ u b e  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mulberry. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pomegranate. . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Rose 
Cotton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Colton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cotton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cotton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Co;ton.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C o ~ t o n .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kind 
Per cent of 
plants with 
root-rot Number 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE ROOT-ROT FUNGUS 
,111 important part of the study of any plant disease is to find all the 
~ a r i o u s  stages of the organism which causes the clisease. It is neces- 
sary to know by what means the organism reproduces itself, and hon- 
it survives clry weather, the cold of ~vinter, or other unfavorable con- 
clitions. The final aim of such stucly is to find some way to check the 
growth of the fungus cluring some particularly vulnerable period of i ts  
life cycle, thus causing i t  finally to die out. Detailed studies have lwen 
nlacle on the life history of the root-rot fungus, ancl should be con- 
tinuecl until sufficient information has been accumulated to furnisll an  
adequate basis for the clevelopment of control nlethods. 
Stages of the root-rot fungus 
Xt least three stages of the fungns are alreacly 1 ~ 0 ~ 1 1 :  the 1-egetative 
stage, which attacks the roots of plants; the resting, or sclerotial stage, 
by which the fungus can survive conditions unfavorable to the veyeta- 
tiye stage; ancl the spore-mat stage, whose function is ~ e t  unknown. 
The vegetative or Ozonium stage. The vegetative stage of the root-rot 
fungus consists of the strancls which grow on the roots of infected 
plants, ancl ~vhich spread also to some extent into the soil near the dis- 
eased roots. I t  is this stage of the fungas which causes the dxmagc. to  
plants. The yegetatire stage is inrolrecl a l ~ o  in  the spread ancl 01-er- 
~rintering of the fungus, as will be cliscussed belo~v. 
The vegetative strands are ~vhi te  when they first grow over the roots, 
hut by the time the plant has wilted, the strands have usually turned 
to a yellowish-buff color. They consist of parallel hyphae or fungus 
threads, which anastomose frequently. The individual hyphae rescmble 
those of Rhizoctonia in the mocle of l~ranching anel septation. Sur- 
rouiicling the strantls is a characteristic fine fuzzy coating, 1vhic11 con- 
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sists of short upright hyphae, with acicular or needle-like tips arising 
from the typically cruciform branching (Fig. 3, a). 
The resting or sclerotial stage. The resting stage of the root-rot 
fungus consists of small, dark, firm, rounded bodies, ltnown as sclerotia, 
usually smaller than radish seed, which are produced as enlargements 
of the vegetative strands in the soil near infected roots. Sclerotia have 
been found most abundantly a t  depths of eight to twenty-four inches 
in the soil. They may be formed either singly, in  chains, or in clusters 
(Fig. 4, c). The individual sclerotia are spindle-shaped to spheroid, 
with a dark buff outer layer and a lighter-colored interior of paeudo- 
parenchymatous tissue. The developing sclerotia are first creamy-white 
and covered with the typical fuzzy growth of acicular branches. As 
they mature, the outside darkens to buff and then finally to a deep 
brown, and the fuzzy growth gradually disappears. 
Normal cotton plants have been inoculated with sclerotia produced 
under natural conditions and with a pure culture isolated from a scle- 
rotium and both series of plants succumbed to root-rot, thus proving 
experimentally that the growth from sclerotia is able to infect cotton 
plants and to produce typical root-rot. Field observations discussed 
below indicate further that the sclerotia are an important means of 
overwintering. 
I n  addition to the typical sclerotia, some specialized strands, which 
have been found in the field, appear to function'much like the scle- 
rotia (1). These dark, usually smooth, strand-sclerotia have been found 
in locations where they apparently had overwintered and acted as cen- 
ters of infection for the 1929 crop. These strand-sclerotia differ from 
the typical vegetative strands in that the fuzzy growth of acicular 
branchings disappears as the dormant strands become older. B. F. Dana 
has reported inoculation of cotton plants with overwintered strand- 
sclerotia (I), which may apparently be considered similar to ordinary 
sclerotia except that .they are formed under some conditions that in- 
hibit development into the rounded shapes typical of sclerotia. 
The widespread and frequent occurrence of sclerotia in the field has 
been proved by extensive excavations. Xclerotia were found in Bell, 
Brazos, Fort Bend, Hidalgo, J im  Wells, Milam, Nueces, Refugio, San 
Patricio, Washington, Wharton, Wichita, and Williamson counties ; and 
in the following soils: . Brennan fine sandy loam, Crockett clay loam, 
Crockett clay, Duval fine sandy loam, Lake Charles clay, Lufkin fine 
sandy loam, Mliller clay, Orelia clay loam, Orelia fine sandy loam, ': 
ity clay, Victoria clay, Victoria clay loam, Wilson clay loam, and Yr 
clay loam. Sclerotia have been found in  fields of infected garden 1 
carrots, sugar beets, okra, and sweet potatoes, as well as of cotton. 
True sclerotia were described in 1928 (8) and sclerotia were found in 
the field for the first time during the summer of 1929 (9, 1, 20,). King 
and Loomis (8) were able to develop sclerotia in cultures of the root- 
rot fungus on sterilized sand and old cotton stems, and Dana (1) as 
well as the writers (20) found that the growth from freshly infected 
Fig. 3. Phy7 ..,.,,,,-..-... ,......--... m, the fungus which 
causes root-rot. a, an individual vegetative strand with the 
accompanying typical acicular branches; b, morphologic con- 
nection of conidia-bearing cells of Phymatotrichum above 
ground with the underground vegetative strands beneath, as 
observed under the microscope; a, individual conidia ; d, ger- 
minating conidia: and a, photo-micrograph of typical strands 
as found on roots of diseased plants. (All much enlarged.) 
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carrots and cotton roots in moist, unsterilizecl soil produced large num- 
bers of sclerotia. Sclerotia were also proclucecl in the laboratory at 
College Station in pure cultures of P. omniz/.orum on sterilized cotton 
stenis ancl in cultures on synthetic media. 
The spore-mat or Phymatotrichum stage. spore-mat, or 
collicliospore stage is the only part of the life cycle of the root-rot 
fungus that is known to occur above grouncl. Spore-mats are founcl 
occasionally during warm, moist weather, usually near infectecl plants 
or where plants have previously died from root-rot. The spore-mat ap- 
pears first as a small, ~vllitish, flat but fluffy fuligus growth on the surface 
of the grouncl. It increases rapidly to an elevateel, flatteneel, cushion- 
like mass two to eighteen inches i11 diameter ancl usnally less than one- 
fourth inch in thiclcness (Fig. 4, n ancl b ) .  The entire esposecl por- 
tion of the spore-mat tnras eventually into a mass of extremely minute, 
buff-colorecl spores, ~vhich gracluallj- blow away. The conicliospore!: 
themselves are hyaline, globose to oroicl, and 4.3 to 7' microns in cli- 
aineter (Fig. 3, b  to d) .  
Careful microscopic stucly has sho~vn continuity of hyphal growth 
from the unclergrouncl strancla, with their characteristic acicular branch- 
in@, to the conidia-bearing mycelium of spore-mats abore ground (Fig. 
3, h )  ; and the Phymatotrichum stage has been fonncl in pure cul- 
ture (25). There can therefore be no doubt that the regetative 
Ozollium stage and the Phymatotrichum coniclial stage are stages in the 
life cycle of the same fungus. 
Only low percentages of germination have been secureel with the 
spores, and the germ-tubes produced from such spores soon clisinte- 
grated. Inoculatlolls of plants with these spores so far have also provecl 
unsuccessful; it is therefore not ~ e t  lmown whether they call play a 
part in the spread or orern~interiag of root-rot. 
Spore-mats l~ave been found on some but not all soils in ~vhich root- 
rot is prevalent. Spore-mats hare l~een observed on Bell clay, Craw- 
ford clay, Houston black clay, Lake Charles clay, Ililler clay, Orelia 
clay loam, Trinity clay, Victoria clay loam, IVil~on clay, and Yahola 
claj- loam soils. On the other hancl, they have rarely been found on 
Lufkin fine sandy loam, ancl none hare yet been founcl on any of the 
Crockett soils. 
A possible perfect stage- Most fungi hare a perfect, or sexual, spore 
stage in  aclclition to asesual, imperfect stages. -1 fungus growth linown 
as Hydnuln has been found near plants with root-rot, and has been sus- 
pected of being the sexual spore stage of the root-rot fungus (14). The 
writers have isolated cultures from the tissues of a Hyclnum founcl on 
cottoll plants killed by root-rot. There was no resemblance between 
these diploid cultures and cultures of P. omnivorunz. During the sum- 
mer anel fall of 1930, Hyclnuln fructifications were prod~~ced profusely 
along the sides of holes dug near cotton plants growing in an esperi- 
mental field at  College Station. But the Hydnum appeared not onlv 
in that part of the field in which root-rot was prevalent, but also in 
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holes sunk 37 feet beyond this area, in a portion of the field in which 
cottoll plants had not been attaclrecl by root-rot for a t  least five years. 
('otton f ~ l a i ~ t s  mere inoculated nit11 macses of mature splizes containiug 
Inan!. I)asicliospores, hut none became infected, while parallcl inocnla- 
tion< n-it11 infected roots xiltl with sclcrotia caused rapid development 
01 root-rot. This FTydnnm is therefore prol~ably not a stage of thc root- 
rot fungus. ('c.rtaiii ot!lcr fruiting stages arp susl~cctecl of l~e ing  the 
1)crSect stngc of the root-rot fungus and are lion. I)eiiig inrestigatccl. 
Fig. 4, a and b,  early and late stases in the development of Phymatotrichum spore- 
mats; e ,  formation of sclerotia or resting. bodies as su.elling.s o f  the vezetative strands. 
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Soil and Weather Conditions Affecting Root-rot t 
While root-rot occurs extensively throughout Texas, there are cer- 
tain sections in which it has as yet been less destructive than i t  is else- 
where. For instance, in East Texas root-rot has been less prevalent 
than in  the blackland regions of Central and South Texas. It is of 
importance to know whether such differences in the distribution of the 
disease are due to permanent differences in  the soil or climate of the 
various regions, and are therefore likely to continue, or whether the 
differences in the distribution are due merely to the fact that the dis-. 
ease has not yet been introduced. Furthermore, even where it is prev- 
alent root-rot does not cause the same amount of loss every year (15). 
Studies have been initiated to determine the probable cause of differ- 
ences in  the distribution of root-rot, and also of differences in dest~ 
tiveness in the same region during various periods. Such studies 
of further importance because the discovery of natural conditions wh 
keep the disease in  check may furnish clues to the development 
effective methods of control. 
Soils. It was formerly considered that root-rot was confined to 
black waxy soils, particularly the Houston clay soils, in which it is so 
structive. The disease has now been found in some soils in nearly ev 
section of Texas, as shown in Fig. 1. Root-rot attacks plants grow 
in clay, loamy, and sandy soils. The disease has been found in s~ 
of various textural classes in  the following important soil series : Abilc 
Bastrop, Bell, Brennan, Catalpa, Crawford, Crockett, Denton, Du. 
Guadalupe, Hidalgo, Houston, Johnston, Eirvin, Lake Charles, Larc 
Luflrin, Milam, nfiller, Norfolk, Orelia, San Saba, Susquehanna, Tal 
Trinity, Victoria, Webb, Willacy, and Yahola. Considerable differen 
in the destructiveness of root-rot have been found to be associated with 
differences i n  the soil reaction, that is, the acidity or alkalinity of the 
soil, as will be discussed below. Some work now in progress is planned 
to ascertain to what extent the prevalence of root-rot may be influenced 
by differences in soil texture or other characteristics in addition to 
reaction. 
Temperature relations. The development of root-rot has been fox 
to be favored by summer temperatures (15). During the growing E 
son for cotton, the temperature is favorable for the disease. The 1( 
ered soil and air temperatures of fall cause an abrupt decrease in w 
ing of plants from root-rot. Even those plants that are already ba 
injured by root-rot usually do not wilt during fall or winter, but the 
disease continues to advance along the roots, spreading, even after frost, 
to plants previously uninfected. Fig. 5 illustrates graphically the 
spread that occurred during late fall, winter, and early spring in two 
cotton fields in  Brazos County (20). Spread during winter is pr 
ably general, the extent of winter spread being determined in any loc 
ity by the soil and weather conditions. 
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Moisture relations. I n  general, root-rot is favored by fairly mc 
soils but is affected unfavorably by either dry or excessively moist c 
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Fir. 6. S ~ r e a d  of root-rot alone cotton roots during 
wintlr ; a, in field with a single-large root-rot spot: 
b and c, in another field with two root-rot spots. 
Solid lines and areas included by line A indicate limits 
of infection on the roots on September 30, 1927; 
spread along roots during winter to B, by October 
27 ; to C, by November 30 ; to D, by December 20 ; to 
E, by January 2 2 ;  and to F, by February 20. 
ditions. Observations on the progress of root-rot in  the field (15) in- 
dicate that moist soil favors the spread of the disease and that soil 
moisture is the usual limiting factor during the growing season when 
the temperature conditions are favorable. Root-rot appears to be 
ecked during droughty periods. Thus, during both 1929 and 1930, 
ere were losses from root-rot early in the season following rainy 
!ather, but after the droughts which began in  June of both years there 
1s little further spread and relatively low losses from the disease 
curred during these seasons. 
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One of the most interesting facts in the local distribution of root- 
rot is tha t  i n  Texas the disease rarely occurs on crops gro\ving in creek 
or river bottom lands tha t  are subject to periodic overflows. Soils in 
such places are not uncuitable for root-rot, since cotton plants growing 
in  a typical creek bottom were successfullv inocnlatecl and root-rot re- 
appeared on the follo~ring crop (22 ) .  I t  therefore seems poss~ble that  
conditions of excessive soil moisture during or following periods of 
i~lundatlon are responsible for the absence of the diseace in these places. 
An experiment ( 2 2 )  has been carried ou't t o  deter~nille the effect of 
flootling on the regetatire stage of the funguq, as ~t occurq on cotton 
roots. Saturally-infected cotton roots were stored in crocli.: of satu- 
rated soil, and others in crocks of air  which was Itept moist 1)y a laver 
of soil below the roots and a loose covcr ahore. I'eriodically, the r iru-  
lcllce of the fungus on the roots v a s  tcsted hy taking 16 roots of each of 
tile series as designated in  Table 3, and inoculating 10 to I ?  normal 
cottoll plants. The results sholi-ed tha t  r ege ta t i~e  strallds on illfectcd 
cotton roots were no longer rirulent after the loots had heen itorecl in 
flooded soil for only a few days, vhile a t  the came temperature the 
f~u lgus  mas still rirulelit for a t  least two TI-eek.; on thc roots t!lat were 
  to red in  moist air. In field experiments (22) rarrled on a t  Ion-a 
I'ark, l i o ~ i ~ e ~ e r ,  root-rot ~ r a s  not controlled by flooding the surface of 
tbc l:ul1(1 eren for 120 days. Tliis failure to obtain colltrol by flooding 
iq probably to he ascril~ed both to the lack of as complete saturation of 
the coil i n  the field as Tras obtained in the laboratory experiment, and 
to  the pcssible presence of sclcrotia, which have been shoiv~'11 ( 3 )  to with- 
stancl long periods of immersion. 
Table  3.-Virn!ence of the  root-rot f t lng~ls  on tap-roo+ of nafuraily-inPecled cotton plants 
as  affected by storage i n  flooded soil, i n  moist am, and  a t  low temperatr:rcs 
D a t e  
192!J 
Sept.  11 
Sc11t. 12 
Scpt.  14 
Scpt.  18 
Srpt .  25 
Oct. 2 
Oct. 9 
Oct. 23 
Nov. C, 
(initial) 
. . . . . . . .  1 d a y . .  
3 d a y s . .  . . . . . . . . .  
1 week . .  . . . . . . . .  
Time  interval 
since experiment 
s tar led  
2 wceks . .  . . . . .  . I  
3 weeks . .  . . . . . . .  
4 weeks . .  . . . . . . .  
6 weeks . .  . . . . . .  
8 weeks . . . . . . . . .  
Tests of v i r ~ ~ l e n c e  by inocr~lations on normal cotton plants: suc -  
cessful inoctilations indicated by +" and lack of 
i n1e r t i on .h~  "-." 
Soil reaction. The occurrence and destructirene~s of root-rot are in- 
fluenced directly by the reaction of the soil or  by some other factor 
associated with the soil reaction. Alkaline soils favor the disease, 
whether the allzali~lity is  a natural characteristic of the coil or 1s pro- 
duced by additions to the soil, and whether the soil is in its original 
Rools stored 
l n  flooded 
soil, a t  
67"-80" F. 
- 
Roots stored 
i n  mo'st  afr. 
a t  157"-80" I;. 
- 
Roots stored 
in moist air, 
a t  3.2'-36' 1:. 
Checks. ROOIS 
co!'ecled in the 
field a t  cach 
da t e  of testlng 
-- 
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location or is transported to some experimental container. Similarly, 
acidity of soils tends to inhibit the incidence, destructireness, a i d  over- 
wintering of root-rot whether the acidity is natural or artificial. 
As was mentioned above, root-rot is markedly more destructive in 
the blackland regions of Texas, where the soils are mostly alkaline in 
reaction, than in Eastern Texas where many of the soils are somewhat 
acid. Thus in a field survey of sixteen counties (21), root-rot was 
found in 34 per cent of the fields with acid soils of p1-I 5.5 to 6.4, in  
60 per cent of the fields with soils of p H  6.5 to 7.4, ancl in 71 per cent 
of fields with definitely alliali~le soils of p H  7.5 and above. Extensive 
experiments have since been carried out, first, to find whether the cor- 
--'ation observed was with the soil reaction rather than with regional or 
matic conditions, and seconcl, to find the degree of acidity that might 
necessary to check the spread of root-rot. 
Evidence that the occurrence of root-rot is controlled by differences 
)il reaction mas furnished by an experiment started in 1928. Soil 
?rial of seven different types was placed in large wooden boxes at  
ege Station. Cotton was plantecl in a row clown the middle of each 
and root-rot introduced by repeated artificial inoculation in  1928 
at only one end of the row in each box. There mas no additional arti- 
ficial inoculatiorl during 1329 and 1930. As may be noted in Table 
4. the result!: were in accord with the reaction of the various soils. 
Root-rot spread during 3928 to greater distances in the more alkaline 
soils, that is, in those with the higher p H  values. No spread occurred 
in the most acid soils. Only one of the inoculated plants died in the 
soil with a p H  of 5.5 ancl not one plant in the Tabor soil with p1-I 5.8 
(Fig. 6) .  The disease overwintered successfully ancl reappeared in 
1929 in every container in which there had been any infection the 
previous year. Root-rot appeared again in 1930, and again causecl greater 
losses in the more alkaline soils than in the acid soils. 
Table I -1noculatlon experiment w ~ t h  rows c f  cotton In conta~ners  filled w ~ t h  soils of d~fferent 
reactions 
Spread of Percentage of plants 
root-rot ~nfected 
pII of soil along rows 
Soil type  (0-2 feet  dnrlng 
deep) 1928, 1928 1 1929 1 1930 
feet 
-- -pup 
il number of other experiments ( 5 )  have been carried out, in  some 
cases with soils varying naturally in their reaction and in other cases 
with soils in which the reaction was adjusted artificially by the addi- 
tion of various materials. Cotton plants were grown in these soils and 
Sllsquehanna fine sandy loam, shallow 
phase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Tabor fine sandy loam, shallow p h a s e . .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Och'ockonee clay l o a m . .  
Tabor fine sandy l o a m . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kirvin fine sandy loam.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Caddo fine sandy loam.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
EIouston black c l a y . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. 
5 .5 
5 . 8  
6 . 3  
6 . 7  
7 . 1  
7 . 6  
7 . 7  
0 
0 
4 
4 
555 
7% 
755 
2 
0 
27 
29 
30 
53 
74 
8 
0 
59 
34 
80 
82 
100 
0 
0 
20 
0 
44 
3 1 
93 
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inoculated with root-rot. I n  every experiment, the percentage of in- 
fection and the percentage of plants killed by root-rot were higher in 
the neutral or alkaline soils than was the case in the acid soils. The 
average interval between the inoculation and the wilting of plants was 
slightly longer in the acid soils; and root-rot spread a shorter distance 
as well as more slowly in the acid soils than in neutral or alkaline soils. 
There was a marked diminution of root-rot a t  about p H  6.0, and no 
root-rot appeared in  containers with the soil as acid as p H  5.0. 
Sulphur applied to the soil is oxidized by bacteria to sulphuric acid, 
and if a sufficient quantity is applied, will make the soil acid. Pre- 
Fig. 6. Effect of differences in soil reaction on spread of root-rot along rows of 
cotton plants inoculated repeatedly at the left end; a, in box of Houston black clay, 
pH 7.7, in which root-rot had spread more than half way down the row by November 
15. 1928; b, in box of Tabor fine sandy loam, pH 5.8, no root-rot. 
liminary tests with sulphur for the control of root-rot have been carried 
out in  containers and in  field plats. I n  both series, the sulphur was 
mixed only with the surface soil and acidified only the surface layer. 
Root-rot was reduced but not eliminated even with surface soils as acid 
as p H  3.4, when this acidity extended only to depths of three to six 
inches. Acid injury of the cotton roots occurred in  surface soils acidi- 
fied to p H  2.0 to 4.0, even though the subsurface was still neutral or 
alkaline. These results indicate that while use of sulphur for the 
acidification of soils may be a possible method of control in  soils low 
in lime, it is necessary to devise means for mixing the sulphur uni- 
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formly with the soil to a depth of perhaps one foot, and to avoid apply- 
ing excessive amounts, which may cause injury to crops. 
Experimental Studies on Avenues of Spread 
Knowledge of how root-rot spreads from plant to plant and from 
field to field is important in understanding the general behavior of the 
disease. So far as we know, the root-rot fungus spreads only by the 
slow growth of its vegetative strands. It has already been sug- 
gested (25) that spread occurs as these strands grow along the roots of 
the infected plant to some point where the roots come near or in con- 
tact with those of adjoining plants. It haa also been suggested (11) 
that root-rot might spread also independently of the roots. the fungus 
strands launching out and advancing in the soil in all directions with- 
out regard to the distribution of roots. Some studies on this question 
of the avenue of spread from infected roots will be summarized below. 
Ina 
were 
inder 
~culation with soil from root-rot spots. A number of experiments 
based on the hypothesis that if the fungus advances into the soil 
~endently of roots, the soil in the active zones of root-rot spots, that 
is, at  the edges of the spots, should contain the advancing hyphae and 
might thus be infective when used as inoculum. Inoculations were 
made with cubes of soil taken from next to recently wilted plants in 
the active zones of root-rot spots in cotton fields near College Station. 
Although 2,367 healthy cotton plants were inoculated a t  different times 
with such cubes of soil, none developed root-rot; while of the 225 plants 
that were inoculated with infected roots, 180 were attacked by the dis- 
ease (18). 
Experiments with soil from which roots were removed by sifting. To 
test further whether the soil carries the fungus even when free of 
roots, three different soils were secured, in  each case from active zones 
of root-rot spots, and transported to College Station. Half of the soil 
of each type was sifted to remove all roots which did not pass through 
the one-fourth-inch mesh sieve, and the other half used as secured (18). 
The soil was placed in long containers, and a row of cotton was planted 
Table 5.-The effect of sifting soil to remove roots on the subsequent appearance of 
root-rot on cotton plants grown in the sod. 
Soil 
Lufkin fine sandy loam . 
Wilson clay loam.. . . . . . 
Crockett clay loam. . . . . 
Original 
treatment. 
fall of 1927 
Sifted. . . . 
Uns~fted . 
Sifted.. . . 
Unslfted . 
Sifted. . . . 
Uns~fted . 
1930 results 1928 results 1929 resu!ts 
Number 
of 
centersof 
root-rot 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
2 
Number 
of 
centersof 
root-rot 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
Number 
of 
centersof 
root-rot 
0 
4 
0 
2 
------- 
0 
6 
Per- 
centage 
of 
plants 
infected 
0 
87 
0 
3 
- 
0 
3 
-- 
Per- 
centage 
of 
plants 
infected 
0 
84 
0 
52 
0 
8 1 
Per- 
centage 
of 
. plants 
~nfected 
------
0 
76 
------- 
0 
6 
0 
100 
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Fig. 7. Bows of cotton grown in 1928 in containers filled 
with Lufkin fine sandy loam originally taken from active 
root-rot zones. a, sifted soil, no root-rot appeared; b, un- 
sifted soil. 83 per cent root-rot. 
ilown the middle of each container in 1025, in 1929, and in 1030. AS 
shown in Table 5 ,  root-rot appcarecl in each container of unsifted soil, 
but did not appear in the sifted eoil even after two years (Fig. 7) .  
Sifting of the soil does not render i t  unsuitable for later reintroduc- 
tion of the disease. Crorkett clay loam soil was sifted, placed in small 
boxes in some of which infected root< were also included, and cotton 
was planted. Root-rot attackcd the plants in the sifted soil to which 
root inoculum had been aildcil, I ~ u t  ]lone appeared in the check boxes 
of sifted soil without root inoculum. Tt therefore appears that the ab- 
sence of root-rot in sifted soil ~vas probably due to the elimination of 
the infected roots, rather t han  to possil~le physical changes in the soil 
as a result of the sifting. 
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Field excavations around infected plants. If root-rot fllllgus 
spreatls in  the  soil intlepciiclently of roots, i t  sliould l)e ~)ossil)le t o  cle- 
tect this sprcatl hp caareful t l iss~c, t iol~ ant1 esa~ni l la t ion  of the  soil arouncl 
isolated infected j)lants, s i~ icc  the  fn~ igus  straiitls can l ~ c  readily seen, 
even i n  soil, hy c.:lrcl'ul csarniriation with tlie llakctl fiye or  with the  
Iiancl ]en.: (18). 111 I!)?!), 11 7' iill'ec.tct1 (dottoll l)li~lltc; \\-ere carcfnlly es- 
car~tecl .  S o  cvitle~~c+c T V ~ S  !'ol~1i(l of iiif'e(-tion resultilig fronl spreacl 
througS.11 tlie soil iildtq)eiide~ltly of roots ~vhi le  i n  every cscarat ion the  
fungus was foulltl t ra~.cl i i lg  :11011g t l ~ e  litterill roots alld along m e n  the  
finest  rootlet^, ilii(1 ~ l ) l ~ ( l i ~ t l  i ~ g  fro111 1)1:11it to  l)l:i~lt a l ) l ) a r e ~ ~  tly 21s tlie rp- 
sult of com~jlctcl o r  1)i.osin1atc root c.ol1tac.t. St'ar the  centers of well 
adrancetl root-rot s l~o t  s, isoli~tcd s t r a l~ds  T I - P T ~  f'olind occnsional1~- which 
a to  1 : l : i  i 1 1  o i l  i i l e l i t l  of roots. These 
strands Trere 1'1.oclut~11'tly l'ollon-i~ig opcni~lg,< nlaclc 11. insects or  earth- 
n-orms, or  we1.c (.liilgillg to i 'e~i l~l : t l l t~ i)C rootlets t l ~ t  linll : i l n~n ,~ t  co111- 
pletely tleci~yt~tl. 
Laboratory studies on growth of the fungus through soil. T+'nl.tller 111- 
formation oli tlic l)ossiljilit!- ol' g1-o~-tll ol' tlie root-rot f~ungus through 
the soil 11;ih 1 ~ b t l 1 1  oljtaiil~d fro111 s t l l d i ~ s  on tlie gron-tll of tllc f~u igus  i n  
soils in glass c.olltaincrs ill tlic I n l ) o l . ~ t o r ~  (8, 18, 1 ) .  The  fungus 
strands grcn- t o  n consicleral~lc t1istaiic.ci or-er the  s ~ ~ r f a c ~ e  soil a n d  t o  
greater tlistanc~cs, o f t ~ i i  2 to  3 I 'o~ t ,  l)etn.ee~l the  soil and t11~ glass walls 
of the  coiltaiilcr~. It was foulltl (1  S)  t h a t  gron-tli T\-ils confinc(l almost 
exclusirely to  t h o ~ e  surfaces, arltl tha t  the  soil itself 11-8s pcnetratecl hj- 
tlie stran(1 g~.on.tli o1i1y a t  a fen. l~oi i l ts  a11(1 only to  ;I distance of about 
half a11 inc.11. 111 l:ltpr cs1)tbrilll~~llts, i t  Iliis ])eel1 1 ) o s ~ i I ) I ~  t o  ol~tai i l  
strand growtll Sor iI t1istanc.c old a t  1c;lst J'our inches tllrougll t l i ~  loose 
soil Erolil i i io(*~ilu~ii  1~1:1(~otl i l t h o  iiiitldle of ~olitilillers. 
T l i e ~ e  stutlies thus  sliow that  : ~ t  Icw~t i i l  tlic lal)or:~tory, t!ic f u ~ l g u s  can 
extend into the  looso soil. i~~t le~)o i l t l e i l t l~ .  of roots. \Ye 11:i~e R S  ~ e t  little 
inforinatioll as to  just 1101~ eesto~isi~.ely suc,li s1)reatl of stiaailtls ill tlie 
soil niay occur ill tlle field, ant1 110 tlircct evidence t ha t  spreatl of root- 
rot Sroni 1)lallt to  plant occurs as ;1 result of such sl>r*ead for  any  con- 
~ iderah le  dista1ico iii~lepciiclelltly or  roots. It has 1)oe1i ~ ) r o ~ - ~ t l  t ha t  
rcot-rot call sprencl from i~il'ec~tecl roots to  atljnccnt l~orlllal roots; 
~rhethel-  i t  spreatls also hy Ycr! cstclisirc provtl i  of the  fungus througl-1 
tlie soil inclepelltlelltly of roots is ,still nn(ler  jnvcsti<gatim. 
Passible spread by spores. .it least c\ile spore stage ( the  ~ l jorc -mat  or  
Phgmatotr ichum stage) is lriionril to  1)e n pa r t  of the  life q-cle of t he  
root-rot fungu3c, but  there is as J-et no cvidcnce t11at s])ores a re  con- 
cernecl in  the  sljreatl of the cliseasc. ,is preriously statetl. no P I I C C ~ F S -  
ful  inoculations have yet heen 01)tainecl ~v i t l l  tlie spores. There is nega- 
tiye evidence i n  the  fact  t ha t  no cases have bor~n folultl ill T\-hich root-rot 
hacl arisen sporadica11-y a t  distances froin p r e r i ou~ ly  infectetl plant5 a n d  
i11 the  absence of apparent  sources of infeetion, as  niigllt occur ve r e  the  
clisease spread by spores blown hy t11e n-i~itl  o r  horne by water. I11 
alfalfa fields, spore-mats have 1 ) ( b ~ 1 1  o1)scrrecl ill irrigation tlitclics, and 
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spores from these mats have been spread by the irrigation water through- 
out the fields. No scattered infections resulting from these spores have 
been observed, further spread of root-rot remaining confined to that 
from the original centers observed earlier in  the season. 
Overwintering on Infected Roots of Cultivated Plants 
In the study of overwintering, we are concerned with finding in 
what ways the fungus survives the unfavorable conditions of winter. 
The final aim of such studies is, of course, to find how to prevent this 
survival of the fungus, and in this way to develop methods that can be 
used to control the root-rot disease. The fungus is now known to sur- 
vive in the vegetative condition on the roots of crop plants and of meeds, 
and as resting bodies in the soil. 
While the tops of cotton plants always succumb to the first killing 
frost in the fall, the roots of such plants are not killed by the frost, 
and many survive the entire winter (20) .  The root-rot fungus over- 
winters on these roots, apparently by spreading gradually during fall, 
winter, and spring, and infecting the parts of the roots that were still 
unattacked at  the time of frost. The results presented below are evi- 
dence that the vegetative stage of the root-rot fungus remains viable, 
on infected roots in the ground, only so long as such roots remain un- 
decayed and apparently only in the vicinity of the undecayed tissue. 
Occurrence of root-rot on overwintered roots. Overwintered cotton 
roots frequently are infected with .root-rot. I n  Table 6, observations 
are presented on the occurrence of root-rot on the overwintered roots 
of plants near root-rot spots, Root-rot lives over similarly on the roots 
of trees and shrubs, as well as of herbaceous plants such as okra, pep- 
pers, sweet potatoes, and eggplants. 
Viability of P. omnivorum on overwintered roots. Cultures were made 
in attempts to isolate the root-rot fungus from infected material col- 
lected at  different times of the year. The organism was readily iso- 
lated from cotton roots collected during the fall, winter, and spring 
months, though i t  will be noted (Table '7) that the percentage of pure 
cultures obtained diminished as the age of the material in the fields 
increased. The fungus was readily isolated from infected living roots, 
but not from roots which were infected but decayed, which agrees with 
other evidence (20) in indicating that P. omnivorum survives in an 
active condition in the partially decayed portions of roots that are at- 
tacked by root-rot rather than in  the completely decayed portions of 
the same roots. 
Inoculation of normal plants with overwintered, infected cotton roots. 
Overwintered infected cotton roots from TVeslaco were used on March 
13, 1929, to inoculate cotton plants growing in two large metal con- 
tainers in the greenhouse. All plants in one container died from root- 
rot, and the roots of plants in the other container were found to be in- 
fected. None of the plants in many check containers became infected. 
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Table 6.yPresence of root-rot on overwintered cotton roots, as shown by field examinations 
of the still l~vlng roots of cotton plants pulled lrom slightly beyond the edges of root-rot spots. 
Per cent of 
Number plants with 
Date 1 Location of plants infected 
examined roots I i 
Sept., 1926 
Sept., 1926 
Sept., 1926 
Sept., 1926 
................................. College Station.. 
Bryan ........................................... 
Renchley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Temple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  College Station. 
Bryan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Renchley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Temple. 
Oct.. 1926 
Oct 1926 
0ct:: 1926 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  College Station. 
Bryan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Benchley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dec 1926 College Station. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. ~ e c : :  1926 1 Temple..  
Jan., 1927 
Jan., 1927 
Jan., 1927 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  College Station. 
Benchley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Temple 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Feb., 1927 College Station.. 
......................................... Feb., 1927 Temple 
Mar., 1927 
Mar., 1927 
Mar.. 1927 
Bryan ........................................... 
Benchley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Temple. 
April.1927 Bryan ........................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  April, 1927 Temple.. 
May 1927 Bryan ........................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ a ~ :  1927 ( Temple. . I  
Table 7 . A t t e m p t e d  isolations of the root-rot fungus from- living though partially decayed 
cotton roots, and from ent~rely decayed, Infected roots. 
Date of 
co1:ection 
and. 
culturing 
Results with infected 
living roots 
Results with infected 
decayed roots 
Numbel 
of 
tubes 
Number 
of 
tubes 
Per cent of 
tubes yield- 
ing pure 
cultures of 
P. omnivorum 
Per cent of 
tubes yield- 
lng pure 
cultures of 
P. omnruorun 
Source of material 
Zemanek farm, Benchley, 
Texas. 
Aug 16 1926 
~ep t ' .  22: 1926 
Oct. 18. 1926 
Dec. 14, 1926 
Jan. 16, 1927 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Oct. Williams farm, Benchley, 
Texas. I Dec. 
Jan. 
Mar. 1 Feb. 
Mar. 
Infected but still living cotton roots were secured on Ju ly  2, 1930, 
from a field i n  Brazos County i n  which they had survived since 1929. 
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These orersirintered cotton roots were then used to inoculate normal 
okra plants. Two of the pieces of 1929 root i?~oculum were used 
each okra plaut. By July  IS, the eight inoculated plants had svili 
~vhile the checks remltinecl normal. 
These inoculation csperiments complete the chain of evidence ~i7h 
indicates that  P. ornnieonrn~ snrri~-es the winter in all actively grow- 
ing condition on infectecl hut only partially tlccayed roots of cultivaterl 
plants. Large numbers of i~ifectecl 11nt undecayetl roots remairling in 
the ground over winter are important yources of early illfcctions of thc 
new crop. 
Overwintering on Infected Roots of Weeds 
for 
;eel, 
ich 
Root-rot originates in  fielcls frsm infecteil natire plants, and is ca 
riecl along in the fields not only 011 natire a-eecls 1)ut on others that may 
be introcl-ucecl. The clisease 1)ersists on the roots of weetls sucli as the 
common t ic~i i ie ,  the grouiicl-cherry, the llorsei~cttle, a~icl otlicrs of the 
1 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~  species of non-cultirate( plants Icnon.11 to l)e susccpti1)le to root- 
rot (17)). 
InFccted llative plants serre as points of illfcctioli in nesvly-cleared 
fielcls. Infectioll of cotton plants in  ne~vly-cleared lallcl in parts of 
\Vest ancl Foutli Tesas has been traced to the root4 of infectctl native 
plants, sueli as the mesquitc, ~~llic11 hacl persisted jn the clea 
lancl ( I T  ) .  I t  is not uncommon to find roots of various perenni 
particularly ~ h r u b s  and trees, persisting in cleared 1;111d svhicll has b 
cropped for years. The roots of such plants InaT c o n t i n ~ ~ c  to spr 
Tear after Teal; in spite of attempts to destroy then1 wit11 the 111 
This is the case ('30) wit11 oaks, pecans, ant1 native species of ~ ~ a l l n  
all of which are suqcepti1)le to root-rot. 
retl 
a1 P, 
eel i 
O l l  t 
Winter annual weeds. 011 account of t l ~ e  niiltl m-inter climate of most 
parts of Texas, a lar'ge number of 11-iliter allnual ~veeds occur abun- 
dantly. These ~veecls start to grow late in fall, rcinain alive all minter, 
eontinuc their derelopment the follo~ving spring, and then usually , 
mature and clip cluring the early part  of the summer. Studies l l a ~ c  
been made 13- I\-olff ancl Dana ( 2 6 )  at  Su1)statioll S o .  .?, to determine 
tlie possible importal~ce of winter annuals in the overm-intcring of root- 
rot. They found that  during 3Iarch anc1 April less tha11 1 per cent of 
the annual plant:: esaminecl hat1 irlfectetl roots, ~vhile orer 10 per cent 
of the perellilia1 weecls sho~ve(1 infection. Dur i~ lg  3 1 a ~ ,  much higlier 
percentages of infection were found on tlie roots of the annual plants, 
many of svhicll had begun to (lie 11y this time. I11 aclclition to oversvinter- 
ing  011 the roots of winter annuals, they map assume further importance 
in  the root-rot problem 1)y their increase of orern-iilterecl infection, clur- 
ing late spring ancl early summer, i n  time to cause heavy early infection 
of the crops that  are plantecl. For instance, overwinterecl, infected cot- 
to11 roots may transmit root-rot to winter annual ~veeds, nrliich in turn 
ma? transmit tlie disease to the new cotton crop. 
Weeds in cultivated fields. There are some weeds in nearly all culti- 
vated fielcls. Weeds may aicl in the overwintering of the disease in 
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fields of crops susceptible to root-rot, but may be of even more impor- 
tance in the overwintering of root-rot in  fields clevoted to cereal or 
grain crops for the purpose of controlling root-rot. I n  such fields, root- 
root may overwinter on tlie roots of the susceptible meeds mld thus be 
carried over to susceptible crops planted in  following years, in this way 
clefeating the purpose of the rotation. 
Weeds in stubble land. I11 stubble land left fallow, ~aoot-rot may in- 
crease througli the increase of perennial weeds and the spreacl of root- 
' rot on these weecls. Thus in  an .oat stubble fielcl in Xohertson County 
in 1928, i t  was fouiicl (20) that  the cotton roots of the 1927 cotton 
crop had mostly dictl by September 1, 1928. By this time, however, 
the field was completely covereil with meeds, ancl root-rot TYRS fo~incl on 
the roots of fourteen species of these ~veecls, as listed in  Tablc ,8. It is 
evident that  while oats or wheat may he valuable in a rotation, weeds 
in the stubble lancl must be kept clomril if root-rot is to 1)c controllecl. 
Tab!e 8 . W e e d s  with root-rot fo-lnd September 1, 1928, in stuhb'e of 1928 oat field which 
had becn'in continuous cotton from 1919 to 1927. 
I 
Weeds 
Percentage 
of p!ants 1 ~it:~:oot- 
Xanr 
Crotc 
Srda 
Rupi 
Crotc 
$stel 
Iva I 
Lept 
Hete 
ft mr; 
Jacq 
A mh 
Weeds in fence-rows and waste lands. Root-rot occurs colmnonly on 
the roots of susceptible weecls that  are allowed to grow along the Eence- 
rows, in  ditches, ancl i n  other waste lancl near fielcls ill which the dis- 
ease occurs. These weeds thus maintain a continuous reservoir of in- 
fection, from which the disease may spread year after  year. With the 
adoption of adequate rotation or other methods of control. to reduce the 
amount of root-rot in the cultivated portions of farms, care will be 
necessary to destroy ~reecl carriers of root-rot on these ailjacent uncul- 
tivated areas. 
Sclerotia as Means of Overwintering 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sesban macrocarpa 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  'hium sp 
In monanthog~nus  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
spcnosa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
borbia hzrmistrata. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
In capitatus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
exilis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fiupatorium serotinum.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ciliata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ilon canadense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
rotheca subnxillaris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
rhiachyris dracunculoicles.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
uemontin tamnifolia.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-.. lrosia psilostachya.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The resting bodies of the fungus, or sclerotia, have been founci to 
play an  important part in  the overwintering of root-rot. Early in the 
spring of 1929, numerous excavations mere made to find the source of 
early infections in cotton fields. I n  some of the fields the excavations 
40 
21 
17 
14 
12 
7 
7 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
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showed that the fields were free from most, if not all, of the roots of 
root-rot carriers. However, large numbers of sclerotia were found near 
the infected plants. The same spring, excavations were made a t  the 
Temple Substation (I) and sclerotia were found under infected cotton 
plants which grew on land which had been kept in clean fallow during 
1928. Sclerotia have since been found in infected fields in various 
parts of Texas where root-rot occurs. These observations agree with 
those of other workers (9, 3)  and indicate that the sclerotial stage is 
probably of considerable importance in the overwintering of root-rot. 
Germination of sclerotia. Sclerotia of P. omnivorum germinate readily 
in  moist soil, on moist filter paper, or on agar. The resultant growth 
is typical of the root-rot fungus. Sclerotia which fail to germinate 
have been found to be parasitized by various organisms, which may also 
be concerned in the eventual disappearance of the sclerotia in the field. 
By removing the growth from the sclerotia and placing them again on 
moist filter paper, it has been found (20) that the same sclerotia may 
germinate repeatedly, in  some cases for at  le5st five times. 
Inoculation of normal cotton plants with sclerotia. Fresh sclerotia from 
a carrot field were placed in contact with the roots of cotton plants, 
secured from a field free from root-rot, in jars filled with moist Houston 
black clay soil. Pure-culture inoculum was used in other jars, and two 
jars were left as checks without inoculum. As summarized in Table 9, 
infection of the roots occurred in every jar where sclerotia were used 
as inoculum, and in those in which pure cultures were used; while the 
uninoculated plants remained healthy (20). This and more recent in- 
oculation experiments, as well as experiments carried out independ- 
Table 9.-Inoculation of normal cotton plants with sclerotia of P. omnivorum. 
ently by other workers (3 ) ,  have proved that growth from sclerotia of 
P. omnivorulm can infect normal cotton plants. Since sclerotia occur 
commonly in the field, it is apparent that the sclerotia play an impor- 
tant role in  the overwintering of .the root-rot fungus. 
Inoculum 
............................ 50 sclerotia per jar. 
. . . .  Pure culture grown on sterilized cotton stems.. 
None (check) ................................. 
Seasonal production of sclerotia. The early excavations for sclerotia 
were in fields previously devoted for years to susceptible crops, and 
there was no way to determine when the sclerotia had been produced. 
I n  the laboratory, sclerotia were produced in soil chambers from nat- 
Number of jars, with 
two p!ants 
per jar 
6 
2 
2 
Resu!ts after two months 
Number of 
new sclerotla 
produced in 
the jars 
717 
165 
0 
Per cent of 
plants with 
root-rot 
100 
100 
0 
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urally-infected cotton roots taken in  from the fieId a t  monthly inter- 
vals throughout the year. This indicates that production of sclerotia 
is probably not dependent on seasonal differences in the fungus growth 
on infected roots. 
I n  the spring of 1930, okra was planted in a plat used by one of the 
writers (Taubenhaus) as a home garden for the previous nine years, 
and thus definitely known to be free from root-rot, which has also 
never been observed in the surrounding home gardens and grounds. 
The okra plants were inoculated on July 2 with fresh infected root 
inoculum of 1930 cotton roots and succumbed rapidly to typical root- 
rot. On August 10, excavations were made and a large number of 
mature sclerotia were found under the wilting and dead plants. It is 
Fig. 8. Right and left, cotton plants inoculated August 10 with sclerotia produced 
in the field between July 2 and the date of inoculation; center can, check, uninoculated 
plants. Photographed August 30. 
evident that these sclerotia were formed between July 2 and August 10. 
These sclerotia germinated readily, and caused infection of inoculated 
cotton plants (Fig. 8). Sclerotia may therefore be produced early in  
the summer, coincident with the death of plants infected early in  the 
season, and these sclerotia are sufficiently mature to cause new infec- 
tions of other plants during the same season. 
Spores as Possible Means of Overwintering 
Cotton plants and other susceptible hosts have repeatedly been inoc- 
ulated with Phymatotrichum spores, but no infection has resulted. It 
is thus not known whether Phymatotrichum spores can cause infection, 
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and whether they are of any importance in  the 'overwintering of the 
disease. I t  is, however, possible tha t  either the Phymatotrichum stage, 
or some as ~ e t  ulikno~-c.n perfect stage, may be involveci to some extent 
in  the over~vintering ancl spread of root-rot. 
Periodic Variations in Occurrence and Severity of Root-rot as Relatei 
Overwintering 
Even witllill (Z single locality, in  a favorable soil, the apparel 
"erratic" behavior of root-rot has puzzlecl scientists as ~vell  as laylne 
Taubenhaus ant1 ICillough ( 2 . 5 )  have clescribecl the frequent cumulati~ 
increases ill root-rot ciuring a period of years, followecl by abrupt (1 
creases in  loss i n  the same field i n  the nes t  season. Such clifferences 
loss from root-rot during different years may be clue to differences 
the nreather, since root-root spreads less i n  dry seasons. This esplanal 
will not sufice for the case?, such as those pointed out also hy 
Namara, Hooton and Porter ( 3 ) ,  i n  which root-rot becomes incr~,.-- 
ingly prevalent ill one field a t  the same time that  i t  decreases in severity 
in an adjacelit fieltl. Such clecreases in  severity, which McSamara calls 
the "breakilig up" of a root-rot spot, apparently indicate a clefinite 
tentlency for loss from root-rot to increase gradually in  destructir- 
]less i11 fa\-oral~le soils to n maximum, after ~vhieh the loss may fall ( 
abruptly, only to l ~ e g i i ~  again the graclual jncrease. 
The further evirlence in this Bulletin as to infectecl roots as meal 
of overwintering tencls to coilfirm the explanation of this phellomenon 
previously atlvancecl ( 2 5 ) .  A\s pointecl out above, the fungus appears to 
overwinter in a vegetatil-e stage most successfully if not solely by aclranc- 
ing a1011g the living roots of susceptible host plants. During the time 
root-rot is incareasing i n  a gil-en fielcl, larger areas of plants are killecl each 
year, but there is also each year a constantly larger total amount of ac- 
tively g r o ~ v i ~ l g  rrlyceliuni to overwinter on the roots tha t  are not ~ e t  en- 
tirely decayetl. Finally, h o ~ ~ ~ e ~ e r ,  during some year enough plants niap 
11e infectecl so early in  the season that  by the encl of the season a large 
proportion of a11 available root.. in  the fielcl are alreacly ciecayecl, with 
resultant cleat11 of the ~~egeta t ive  strands on these roots. That is, the 
disease clestroys such a large pro13ortion of plants during summer and 
early fall tha t  relativel_v few unclecayed roots are left on ~vllich 
fungus can overwinter i n  a vegeta t i~e  conclition. Therefore, tE 
may be a decided decrease in the number of centers from nrhicl~ 
disease can ~ p r e a d  the follo~vil~g year, ancl a corresponding clecreast --- 
loss from root-rot. 
In such a sequence of events, the relation of sclerotia is problematic. 
I n  a field i n  ~vhicll the majority of host foots hare been killecl by root- 
rot early ill the season, follo~ved by death of the Phymatotrichulll 
strands on the roots, i t  is possible tha t  soil microorgallisms increasing 
on the decaying strancls may attack the sclerotia also, thus reducing 
overwintering from sclerotia along with reduction of overwintering on 
live roots. The remaining sclerotia may be a t  times the sole means of 
survival of root-rot in such a 5eld. 
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This periodicity in destructiveness of root-rot, in aclclition to  aria- 
tion due to weather conditions, ma-\. esplain conflicting results some- 
times ohtainecl in fielcl experiments and must 11e considered in the plan- 
ning of experimental worlr. It is not safe to coilclude tliat because 
root-rot was very ahunclant i n  a fielcl i n  one season i t  a ~ i l l  reappear to a 
similar estent (luring the nes t  season. 13xperiments in  ~vllich apparent 
benefit is obtaii~eil from a treatment should thus he repeated sufficiently 
to prore that  the remits are dnc to the treatment a11~l not to a natural 
decrease in loss. 
EXPERIMENTS ON METHODS OF CONTROL 
In acldition to the systematic study of the root-rot disease ancl of 
the causal organism, there have also I ~ e e ~ l  many attempts made to con- 
trol root-rot I)? the application of methotls tha t  have been useful against 
other plant diseases or which  ha^-e heen s~~ggestecl from stuclies 
of the problem. Such esperirncnts Lave inclniled attempts to eradicate 
the root-rot fungus from the soil by mechailical treatment such as suh- 
soiling, or to starve i t  out b~ rotating with non-susceptible crops. 
T'arious materials 'have been nppliecl in  attempts to destroy the organ- 
j~rn in the soil. Applications of fertilizer and manure  ha^-e beell trier1 
110th on the theory that  susceptibility to root-rot might be caused by 
lack of proper nutrition of the host plants anrl for the purpose of in- 
creasing yielcls even without controlling the cliscase. ,Ittempts have 
also been made to find or develop varieties of plants resistant to root-rot. 
Soil disinfectants. Several attempts to  control root-rot by the appli- 
cation of chemicals such as formaldehyde and organic mercury com- 
pounds have been reported (25, 6, 3) .  These tests with disinfectants 
are still in the experimental stage, although some promising results 
have heen obtained by various workers. The chief clifficulty i n  the use 
of soil disinfectants against root-rot is tha t  the materials must pene- 
trate the soil to a considerable clepth to come i n  co~itact with the f~ulffus 
ancl thus control root-rot. 
Extensive tests of the relative effectil-eness of ~ a r i o u s  organic n ~ e r -  
cury compouncls, stanclarcl fungicides, and other chemicals are n o ~ i ~  un- 
cler way 110th in the laboratory ( I S )  ancl in  plats. These tests xvill in- . 
clicate ~vllich of the i~iaterials are worthy of further txials. It is not 
especterl that  cost of the chen~icals mill be low enough to warrant their 
use over entire fields. Certain chemicals ma?, ho~vever, prove useful 
in  the control of root-rot on valuable shade ancl nursery trees; i n  the 
eraclication of isolated spots in  fields; ancl perhaps i n  use jn barriers to 
p r e ~ e n t  spread of the cli~ease. It is too soon as yet t o  secommeucl any 
soil-disinfecting material for LlFe against root-rot. 
Fertilizer and manure experiments. 111 experiments i n  which fertiliz- 
ers were applied to Norfolk fine sailcly loaln soil in  snlall containers, 
';&tle difference nras founcl either in  the incidence of root-rot following 
2 inoculation or i n  the amount of overwintering escept in  a single 
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series. In  this series, root-rot appeared to be practically eliminated by 
application of 10,000 pounds per acre of a 4-8-4 fertilizer. I n  1929, 
manure was tested in  four large wood containers a t  rates of twenty and 
forty tons per acre. The smaller application apparently did not affect 
the spread of root-rot; but in the two boxes which received manure at  
the rate of forty tons, spread was less than half that in the checks. 
This reduction was possibly caused by the drying effect of this large ad- 
dition of organic matter to the soil. It may be noted that King and 
Loomis (7) have reported that the use of manure produced consider- 
able reduction in root-rot in their experimental plats at  Sacaton, Ari- 
zona. However, early experiments (25,) at  Substation No. 5 at Tem- 
ple, Texas, seemed to indicate that continued application of manure 
had little effect on the occurrence of root-rot in the field plats. Further 
work is necessary to determine whether manure or fertilizers will be of 
practical value in the control of root-rot. 
Deep plowing and subsoiling experiments. Deep plowing was advocated 
against root-rot by earlier workers, but trials (25) a t  Substation No. 5 
indicated that deep plowing was of little value. However, in these 
eady plowing experiments the plows penetrated only ten inches. More 
recently, subsoiling has been tried for the control of root-rot. During 
the season of 1929 sufficiently promising results were obtained to war- 
rant further tests of subsoiling (3), and such tests are under way a t  
the Temple Substation. , 
Rotation and clean cultural practices. Rotation has been advocated 
against root-rot since first knowledge of the disease, and remains the 
best method of attack known. Rotations for the control of root-rot are 
of little practical value unless care is taken to prevent growth and over- , 
wintering of susceptible weeds. Overwintering of the disease on weeds 
is probably the explanation of many of the failures to obtain even a 
small measure of control by rotation in early experiments by various 
investigators. I n  more recent experiments, the loss from root-rot was 
reduced from 39.7 per cent to 4.8 per cent by four-year rotations (13). 
The failure to obtain complete control by shorter rotations is to be 
attributed partly to survival of root-rot on the surviving roots of suscep- 
tible weeds and perhaps mostly to the survival of sclerotia which can 
survive in the ground for a t  least two years and probably longer. Final 
recommendations on rotation await more complete knowledge of the 
longevity of sclerotia in the soil. 
Sorghum barriers. One of the problems in  the control of root-rot has 
been to prevent its reintroduction by spread of the fungus from in- 
fested areas into adjoining plats that had been freed of the disease. 
Four to twelve rows of grain sorghums, kept free of weeds, have been 
found valuable as barriers to separate such plats or fields, and appear 
to prevent the spread of root-rot.. I n  excavations a t  San Antonio and 
in North Texas, it was found that cotton roots did not spread beneath 
adjoining rows of sorghum plants, so that the sorghum separated the 
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roots of neighboring cotton plats and thus prevented spread of root-rot. 
Further tests of sorghum and other crop barriers are in  progress. 
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Chemical barriers. Promising results have been obtained in the use 
enches of soil mixed with various chemicals as barriers against 
d of root-rot. I n  experiments a t  College Station, some barriers, 
sting of soil mixed with 2.4 per cent of. sulphur, three inches wide 
,'our feet deep, are now being tested. Root-rot has not yet spread 
n cotton plants on one side to other cotton plants growing on the 
3r side of the barriers, only six inches away. 
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esistant varieties. At Substation No. 5, a large number of varieties 
of cotton and selections of individual strains have been tested during 
the last three years for possible resistance to root-rot. Most of these 
have been eliminated as susceptible, except a few which are still under 
test. 
I n  extensive tests carried on at the Weslaco Substation on varieties 
of grapes and citrus (3) ,  the Champenel, Mustang, and Black Spanish 
grapes appear resistant, and Titis champini offers promise as a root 
~.+npk. The sour orange appears to be a highly resistant citrus root 
k, while the Cleopatra and Citrus trifoliata root stocks are very 
leptible. 
[any other plants are being studied at College Station, Temple, 
,,,Weslaco in the hope of finding or selecting fruit trees, truck crops, 
and ornamentals resistant to root-rot. I n  these studies the roots of each 
i'ndividual plant are artificially inoculated with root-rot, so that plants 
which survive after repeated inoculations over a period of several years 
may safely be considered valuable for root-rot areas. So far, the pome- 
granate and yaupon offer promise as r~sis tant  ornamental shrubs. Of 
two species of hackberries tested, the Qeltis mississippiensis has shown 
considerable resistance, as is true of the live-oak. These trees, as well 
as the sycamore and the mesquite, are commonly found surviving in  
root-rot areas. The Turk's-cap, illalvaviscus conznttii, an ornamental 
plant grown extensively in the lower Rio Grande Valley, has also 
proved resistant. The seedlings of these resistant plants occasionally 
succumb to root-rot, although plants more than two to five years old 
are rarely killed by the disease. 
TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTROL OF ROOT-ROT 
The experimental results and observations presented in  this Bulletin 
show the complexity of the root-rot problem and the consequent diffi- 
culty of control. Although our knowledge of the disease is still incom- 
plete, enough information is now available to justify the following rec- 
ommendations, which if followed may help to minimize losses even 
though root-rot is not entirely eradicated. However, these recommenda- 
tions are tentative and may need to be modified as further information 
is obtained. 
The main method of control to be recommended now against root-rot 
is rotation with non-susceptible crops, especially grain sorghums and 
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slllall grains, c.oml~inecl ~vit l i  clean culture sufficient to  destroy weecl 
carriers of root-rot. At lcast t l i r ~ e  years of such a iion-susceptible crop 
is rccon~n~cntle~l  hetween successive crops of cotton, for illstance. Longer 
periocl? of rotation ma\- later he fonn(l IleccssarF for complete eraclica- 
tion of the clisease, since tlie time tha t  the sclerotial stage of the root- 
rot fungus may persist ill tlic soil ant1 the tiinc that  i t  may take to 
eradicate pc re~~ i l i a l  ~veed carriers is ]lot yet ltnown. 
Before planting long-li~.etl crop:: snc.11 as  alfalfa or fruit  trees on 
nen.1:--clcaretl lautl, a ],relimi~iary "iildi(.ato.r cro1)'' sl~oultl be grown to 
find if root-rot is ~ ~ r e s c n t .  Imn~etliately after  c>lc>;lring the lancl, a crop 
sue11 a:: cotton may 1)c planted to ~ffor t l  a11 opl)ortuiiity for the tliseaee 
t o  show L I ~ .  Carefnl 01)scr\-:ltj011 of tlle cn tire fieltl slloultl l)c maiii- 
tainecl until thc entl or the s~ason ,  to  locdatc any possihlc centers of 
infection. 111 CRPC 110 root-rot :~ppears, tlle area may tentati\-ely lse 
considered free from tllc tliscasc. J I' c\.e11 a small anlount of root-rot 
S~OTT-s up,  i t  sllo~lld 11e eradicated 1)y proper rotatioir, insteat1 of plant- 
ing  again R susceptil)le crop, ~vllich woultl increase the diseuse. Grain 
sorgllums should he gi-ow11 for a t  lcast three years, plantecl in rows so 
tha t  ~vceds can he 1;ept tlon.11. *\fter tlie crop is I~ar\-estecl, the sprout- 
ing s t u i ~ l ~ ) s  of ehrnl)s or trcos shoultl he gruhhctl out, as the roots of 
these nza!- Ilc deep-seated carriers oS root-rot. *\l'ter the land llas been 
freecl of root-rot, a pern~anent  gra in-~orghum 1)nrrier may hc estwl)lishecl 
e n t i r e l ~  i~rouiltl tlie area, l)i~rticul:~rly il' root-rot is j,revalcnt in adjoin- 
ing  fielcls. The  sorgllunl harrier sl~ould IIC a t  lcast four to sis  rows 
widc, a n ~ l  ~vherc a c.c:i~~itlernl)lc a1 .e~ 01' land is to be ])rotc~tecl, R wider 
barrier may he advis:tl)lc. S o r g l ~ u n ~  hi~rriers nroultl also (1i~l ill prevent- 
ing  ~preacl of tlie discnsc fro111 i~lfected iic\vly-clearctl lands into adjoin- 
ing area> that  are free from the rlise;~~e.' 
AII alternatirc procedure might he sngge~tecl for newly-cleared Iancl 
i n  scctions n-here root-rot is li11o~l1 to I J ~  )revaleilt. I t  may be more 
effective in such cases to tinlit the LLji~dicator'q susceptible crop, ancl in- 
steacl. to  plant jmn2cdiately a non-susceptihlc crop snc11 as sorghum, 
and in this way ~ ~ r c v e i l t  the tliscace from gct.ting ;t start. 
('olitrol methotls as nl~plietl t o  l ~ ~ r t i c n l a r  ci.01)~ will hc discussed in 
more tletail belo~v. 
Control in field crops, particularly cotton. (_'o]lti~luous cropping ~lritl) 
cotton tends to inaiiztain root-rot indefinitely ancl usually to increase 
losses from the cliscasc: n-hilc rotrations wit11 11011-snsceptiblc crops sue11 
as sorgllllin, small grains, or corn, teiitl to reduce t,he amount of root- 
rot. Short  I-otations ma!- he of little ~ a l ~ e  ill reducing carry-over of 
root-rot either on roots or as sclerotia. Jtotatiolls ~vit l l  resistant crops, 
without clean culture, may l)c of equally little value oil ~ c c o u n t  of tlie 
certainty tha t  root-rot will he carinied over ant1 oven increased on the 
many ~veecls that  are suscel~tihle to the disease. The importance of 
native ~reecls in tlie introtl~~ctioll  ancl maintenance of root-rot probably 
cannot 11e overemphasize~l. 
Regardless of the Iiilltl of 11oli-susceptil)le, gr.xminaccous crops tha t  
are used in  the rotatiol~s, thcrc sl~oultl hc a t  Icwst three' Tears between 
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buccessive crops of cotton. TVlierc oats ancl wheat are included i n  the 
rotation, it is suggestecl that  t11c cotton roots slioulcl be plowed out in 
the fall before the gi-ail1 crop is sown. The follo~ving spring, ~vhen  
the crop is hnrvestetl, t l ~ c  straw sllould I)e turned uncler or  fed to cattle 
and the ma~lure  j ~ t  1)ack oil the lilntl.  TI^ any case, i t  is important to 
plow up  the rstul)l)lc 1antl as soon as j)ossible, and to keep this fallow 
lancl free of weeds u l~t i l  fall, when tlle llest crop of wheat or oats is 
sown. After this crop is Ilarveste(1, tllc fieltl, shoultl again be plom-ed 
to destroy tlie ~vcetls, ail(1 tlieil I;el)t clean of 1-egetation until the next 
crop is plantetl. &After this thircl grain crop is harrested, the fielct 
should 1)e kept free ol' weeds until the cottoll crop is 1,lanted the nest  
war.  
Corn is not susc.cll)til)lc to rcot-rot ant1 ct~il I)e eusetl in rotations for 
the coiltrol of root-rot. Tlle poor results sometimes securecl vTere due 
to the fact that ~rectl:: were allom~ecl to derclop unclteckecl after the last 
cultiration, wit11 tllo rvsult that  the fielcls became tliick ~ v i t h  weeds, on 
the roots of which root-rot \\.>Is carried over to the follo~ving crop. Where 
corn is grown, i t  ~ l > o l ~ l ( l  1)c aced s~~fficiently f a r  apart ill tlle rows to 
allomr for continuc(1 c . l c ; - ~ ~ ~  culture, and the crop should l ~ e  harvested 
ancl renioretl early eilougli to permit worliing of the stuhl~le land, n-hich 
should he kept free of 1vt1etl.i: until the nes t  crop is plantetl. 
Grain sorghunls are the ~ n o s t  prornisiilg crops For rotatiolls to con- 
trol rcot-rot, and tliey arc for tun at el^ ailapteel to the greater part  of 
Tesas. The rank growth of tops al~cl roots of sorghum plants helps to 
keep clown weeds, slid planting in I-017's RIIOWS for clean c~zlture. In 
Nueces County anrl some other regions, the first cutting is harvested 
ancl the second cut t i~ lg  tnrnecl under to improve the soil. This prac- 
tice appears tlesira1)le fronl tlie sta~itlpoint of root-rot control. The 
stubble lancl sl~ould 1)e kcpt free of ~veetls uiitil the nest  crop is planted. 
As wit11 the small grai~ls, a t  least tliree crops sllonlil be grown before 
tlie lailcl is plantecl again to cottoll. 
In portions of  South Tesas anil in the Winter  Gartleil District, cot- 
ton is frequently grown in rotatioil wit11 truck crops such as cabbage, 
spiila,ch or onioils. This rotatioll aids ill the control of root-rot, since 
these truclr crops are remov~tl  early in the seacon, leaving a long period 
(luring wllich the lalid may he kept free of TI-eeds ~~-1iich carry root-rot. 
Crops sucli as onioi~s an(l melons, which arc resistant to root-rot, are 
particular1~- suitetl for such rot  a t '  10111;. 
Control in orchards. There is relati\.c.ly little conlmercial ~ r ~ l ~ a r c l i n g  
in Tesas. The commct.cia1 peach ant1 pear orchards of Texas are con- 
fined to sections free from the clisease, ancl the fig int7ustr.v is linlited 
to regions along the (loast ill which root-rot is of little importance. In 
regions wl~ere root-rot is pre~.alent, home orcllartls are often destrojed 
by the cliseasc, especially ~vllen the young trees are plantetl in former 
cotton fields or ~vlien cotton is grown among the trees. I n  sections 
where root-rot prevails, t l ~ e  orc.llart1 ~11011lil he plantecl in nn area freed 
of root-rot l)y c.olitiiluec1 plailting of sorgllum a~icl clean culture as cle- 
scribed abow i 11 (1 ~ S ~ I I S F ~ I I ~  i i ~ ~ v l ~ - c I e a ~ ~ o ( l  Inntl. Susceptible crops, such 
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as cotton, okra, sweet potatoes, beets, or carrots, should not be planted 
between the trees. 
Citrus trees, particularly when young, are susceptible to injury from 
root-rot. The trees should not be planted on newly-cleared land nor 
on land previously cropped to cotton in which root-rot has appeared. 
Instead, the trees should be planted only after the land has been freed 
of root-rot as suggested above. Sour-orange root stocks, which have 
been found in tests at  the Weslaco Substation to be resistant, should be 
used in preference to  other stocks. Young orchards should not be in- 
tercropped with cotton nor with susceptible truck crops. 
Control in ~~urseries. Detailed suggestions for control of root-rot in 
nurseries have been given in a recent article (19) .  If possible, land 
should be selected that is free of root-rot; otherwise, attempts should 
first be made to eradicate it by continued cropping with sorghum 
coupled with clean culture. Adjacent fields as well as the nursery it- 
self should be watched, and any root-rot that appears should be segre- 
gated from the remainder of the nursery by a barrier space of twenty- 
five to fifty feet, or wider if space is available. This barrier should be 
plowed, kept free from weeds, and planted to sorghum. Living stumps 
of trees should be dug out. I n  regions where there is much danger of 
spread of root-rot into the nursery, a wide sorghum barrier entirely 
around the nursery may be recommended as a safeguard. 
As an aid to limiting spread of root-rot inside the nursery, plant- 
ings should be made in blocks, preferably of one species, rather than in 
long rows; and these blocks may then be separated from each other by 
barriers of non-susceptible plants. Blocks in which root-rot appears 
should be freed of vegetation, spacled deeply during the summer, and 
kept in clean fallow or planted to sorghum for a t  least three gears. 
Control in truck crops. Root-rot usually causes little damage 10 the 
commercial truck crops even though many of the truck crops are sus- 
ceptible. This is probably because the growing season is short, and 
the crops are grown in the fall, winter, or spring, when root-rot spreads 
more slowly. However, such crops as carrots may be damaged if they 
are grown year after year on the same land. Truck crops such as egg- 
plants and beans, when grown during the summer, may be severely in- 
jured by root-rot. Botations with sorghum, corn, or non-susceptible 
truck crops are recommended. 
Control in public and home plantings. Heavy losses of ornamental 
shrubs and shade trees from root-rot occur throughout 'the cities and 
towns in the parts of Texas in which the disease is prevalent. The trees 
or shrubs as they die from root-rot are frequently replaced by the same 
kinds, even though they may be quite susceptible to root-rot. It is sug- 
gested that instead of planting susceptible trees, the resistant live-oaks, 
sycamores, and species of hackberries should be planted. 
Most of the shrubs commonly grown are susceptible to root-rot and 
succumb quickly. The pomegranate is highly resistant, particularly 
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older plants, and the various blooming varieties may be used singly, in 
clumps, or in hedges. The native yaupon appears resistant and may 
be used in hedges. Monocotyledonous plants, such as palms, cannas, 
variegated canes, bamboos, yuccas, and ornamental grass such as Pampas 
grass, are all resistant to root-rot and may be grown in  root-rot areas. 
Resistant annuals that can be recommended are zinnias, marigold, 
geraniums, stocks, cockscombs, snapdragons, and all the liliaceous plants, 
such as jonquils and lilies. The early flowering annuals such as Calen- 
dula, Shasta daisy, and Gaillardia, are usually not attacked even though 
they are susceptible to the disease when grown later in the season. 
On a small scale, for instance, around public buildings or residences, 
plants may be grown in cement tanks or troughs built in the ground 
and filled with soil which has been sifted through a one-fourth-inch- 
mesh sieve to remove all roots of previous vegetation. These roots 
must not be allowed to get into the tank. I n  some experiments re- 
ported in this Bulletin root-rot did not appear in  tanks filled with mil 
that had previously been sifted. Sizes of tanks to be used will depend 
on the nature of the plants. The tanks should be a t  least two feet 
deep for small plants, and deeper for shrubs, possibly three to six feet. 
The cement walls and bottom should be well constructed, of sufficient 
thickness, and reinforced well enough to prevent cracking which might 
allow entry of roots from the outside and thus cause reinfection. Be- 
fore the tank is filled, a six-inch layer of gravel should be placed on 
the bottom for drainage. fertile soil should be used; and only the 
surface soil, down to a depth of three to five inches, should be used, as 
deeper soil is likely to include the sclerotial resting bodies of the 
fungus. After preparing this root-rot-free container, care should be 
taken never to re-introduce the disease by planting balled plants from 
root-rot areas or shrubs that are already infected. 
SUMMARY 
Root-rot is known to occur in  Arizona, Oklahoma, New Mexico, 
southern California, and Mexico, and in 1.96 counties in  Texas. It causes 
annual losses estimated at  $100,000,000 a year in  Texas alone. 
Root-rot attacks a large variety of cultivated plants, including field 
and truck crops, fruit trees, ornamentals, shrubs, and shade trees. The 
disease occurs also on weeds in cultivated fields and fence-rows and on 
the native vegetation in uncleared land. Root-rot does not attack 
monocot~ledonous plants, including the grass and grain crops. 
Root-rot is characterized by sudden wilting of the foliage, followed 
by rapid death in the case of tender plants and gradual or delayed 
death of shrubs and trees. Plants may recover from the first attack 
only to succumb eventully to further infection. The roots of diseased 
plants are decayed as a result of the attack of the root-rot fungus. 
Root-rot is caused by the fungus, PhymatotAchum omnivorum 
(Shear) Dnggar. Successful cross-inoculations between various host 
plants are reported. The vegetative or Ozonium strands of the fungus 
occur on diseased roots, and the spore-mat, or Phymatotrichum stage, 
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is found on the surface of the ground near infected or dead plants. 
The sclerotial stage occurs in the soil near diseased roots. Sclerotia are 
small swellings of the strands, and serve as resting bodies to enable the 
fungus to survive unfavorable conditions. 
Root-rot is not only an important disease in the blacklands, but oc- 
curs in almost every soil type found in Texas. T t  has been found in 
soils of at  least thirty soil series. Root-rot occurs more abundantly, 
spreads more rapidly, and is more destructive in soils that are neutral 
or somewhat alkaline than in soils that are acid. This relation has 
been proved to be true by experimental tests as vell as by extensive 
field observations. 
Inoculation experiments and field excavations indicate that thc 
fungus spreads from plant to plant chiefly along the roots rather than 
independently through the soil. I n  containers in the laboratory, the 
fungus grows for certain distances through the loose soil; lout there is 
RS yet no direct evidence to show how important such growth inde~end- 
ently of roots is in the spread of the disease in the field. 
The root-rot fungus overwinters in an active condition on the living 
roots of infected plants, and in a dormant condition as sclerotia. Clot- 
ton roots survive the winter even though the tops are killed by frost: 
the root-rot fungus has been shown to continue spreading on these 
roots during the winter; and infected, overwinterecl roots served as 
inoculum to infect normal plants. The results of numerous experi- 
ments indicate that the vegetative strands of the funLgus die as the root 
tissues decay. The roots of perennial weeds in cultivated fields, fence- 
rows, and stubble land may carry the disease over winter; and the dis- 
ease may also he carried over to a somewhat lesser estent on roots of 
winter annuals. The sclerotia are additional means of overwintering. 
They are of special importance in that they may survive after all in- 
fected roots have decayed. 
Experiments to test various methods for the control of root-rot are 
in progress. Some of these are soil disinfectants, fertilizers and manure, 
deep plowing and subsoiling, rotation with non-suceptible crops and 
clean culture to check overwintering on weecls, barriers to check spread, 
and the testing and development of resistant varieties. 
Tentative recommendations are given for the control of root-rot. 
Methods are suggested for field crops, particularly cotton, for orchards, 
nurseries, truck crops, and public and home plantings. The methods 
recommended are rotation with non-susceptible crops for at  least three 
years, combined with clean culture to destroy meeds. Rows of sorghum 
are suggested as barriers to prevent the spread of root-rot into fields 
free of the disease. Resistant plants are recommended for citrus, 
grapes, and ornamental plantings. 
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